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Abstract
This diploma thesis called “Public Administration Reform and its influence on an
agenda of the government care of historical monuments” studies possible reasons
of  reduced  quality  of  arbitrating  in  the  agenda  of  the  government  care  of
historical monuments after delimitation of this agenda to municipal offices by a
municipality  with  expanded  competency.  To  premise,  I  consider  the  public
administration reform in my thesis only as an instrument to refer to its possible
effects on the agenda of the government care of historical monuments.
The diploma thesis points at frequent influence exertion of very powerful local
elements by political representatives in ORP leadership who are supported by
various lobby interest groups. Just the influence of the mentioned lobby pressure
groups is  possibly more powerful  factor for arbitrating on the level  of  lower
territorially municipality than the influence of the government (legal rules).
This study also explores questions of a model functionality of an agenda of the
present government care of historical monuments under various outer and inner
impacts of the public policy (especially specific interests of its participants in a
system of  penetrating  areas).  The  work  also  suggests  a  variety  of  potential
solutions,  which  tries  to  present  possible  setting  of  the  agenda  SPP on  the
assumption  of  maximum  removing  negative  influences  reducing  arbitrating
quality.
